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An L of a Difference 
 
By Hazel Edwards ( www.hazeledwards.com) & Julie Savage 
 
Performance Rights:  
Contact hazel@hazeledwards.com for permission to perform in 2012 National Year of  
Reading.  Permission will be given for any literacy groups. 
 
Key points: 

 
• Inspired by a forty-something, literacy student who wanted a script that was 

funny but true about an attractive, resourceful woman learning to read. 
• Fast development of technology since this play was first  published could 

provide participants with opportunity to suggest updates ( e.g. audio-e-books) 
from their own experience.  

• Audio script as many gain information in this medium. 
• Extensively researched down to phrases like: ‘Haven’t got my glasses with 

me. Could you read it for me?’ 
• ‘L’ refers to literacy but also the ‘L’ plates and an ‘’ell of a Difference’ 
•  Performance by or for literacy group is excellent discussion starter.  
• Could be recorded for local radio or performed by amateur theatre as a focus 

for a National Year of Reading event during 2012  
 
Outline:  
Commercially savvy, small business woman  Caro is forced to learn to read when her 
husband leaves her. ‘An L of a Difference’ is an Australian ‘Shirley Valentine’ in that 
Caro uses humour and hi tech aids to cope with the traditional dilemmas of adult 
illiteracy. 
 
The script is set against a cosmetics , multi-level marketing company, where articulate 
Caro’s achievements have been recognised. At an award presentation , she’s asked to 
read in public. Typically, she manages to avoid doing this. 
Initially apprehensive about enrolling in a literacy class, Caro calls on her neighbour 
Max , and develops unorthodox, visuals ways of coping with homework. Dowdy tutor 
Alice accepts Caro’s challenge for a make-over. 
 
Other students in the literacy class include a young mother  whose child has just 
started school, a tradie and an assistant storeman seeking promotion. 
 
Within her family, Caro confronts a teenage son , on his ‘L’ plates, but unaware of his 
mother’s illiteracy and a daughter who wants to move out, despite knowledge of her 
mother’s need. 
 
Caro copes, with humour. 
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Background: 
 Originally broadcast as a special radio theatre feature on Radio RPH  (Nov 28th, 
1993). Radio RPH  caters for the visually impaired , but also has a hidden audience of 
non-readers who listen for news & ideas read on air. Afterwards the station received 
many supportive calls. 
Script was then published with Bushfire Press as a kit with discussion notes and 
performed in various TAFEs and local theatre groups . Rights now reverted to co-
authors.(www.hazeledwards.com) 
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Extension Activities: 
 

• Exactly how did you spend your last 24 hours? 
• List every thing that you would not have been able to do, if unable to read or 

write. 
• For the next 24 hours, try to function without reading or writing. When was it 

most difficult? 
• What difficulties might arise in a household where one member was not 

functionally literate?  Messages? Filling in forms? Street signs? Tax? Driver’s 
Licence? 

• Which technology helps if you are just learning to read?  
 
 

1. ‘Adopt’ a character from the play ‘An L of a Difference’ 
What is this character’s major challenge? 
Which is the most stressful scene for this character?  
How might this character have preferred the play to end?  
 
2. Although ‘An L of a Difference’ is scripted for audio, TV was always a 

possibility. If you adapted this script for TV, what changes would you make? 
Why? 

3. How might television or Youtube differ from a stage presentation? Consider:  
• Cast; appropriate looking characters, not just voices 
• Costumes 
• Props 
• Audience 
• Running time 
• Cost/budget 

 
4. You’ve been invited to perform an excerpt from ‘An L of A Difference’ at the 

beginning of an adult literacy conference. Your audience includes tutors and 
some new readers.  It must not run more than 15 minutes. 

       Which scenes will you use and why? 
 
5. An audio play can ‘suggest’ scene changes through SFX ( sound effects) or 

music.  Time can be ‘jumped’. The imagination of the audience is involved. 
One person can listen while doing something else or a group can listen. 
What are other strengths of audio plays? 
Why might audio be vital for a person who cannot read, yet. 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 


